conditions on !J and/or the action of G, and G,, on 2:. The only Suzuki group which arises in these papers is the Sz(8) in [3] . We prove: THEOREM 1. Let G satisfy (C) an d assume that Guz is ~o~~~~p~irn~t~~e. The?z G is a ~oyrnal extension of 5%(q), q = 22"+1 for some n. GJH is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(m, p). ~~~tk~rnoye, Kz = 1 and G contains no regular normal subgroup.
?h3OaEM 3 . If G satisfies (B) then Gf;iBlj is not doubly transitive.
We have the following corollaries. Then F = %ix(G,,) contains more than two points and the G-translates of F form a block design z&h X = 1 a?~ Q of which G is an automorphism grozpp.
In the last part of this paper we consider the question: What are suficient conditions for a group satisfying (A) to act as an automorphism group of a nontrivial block design on a with h = 1 ? One answer was given in [ZO] Theorem B which states that Gz~{~l} being transitive and b < t, is such a condition. $e consider groups with G -:a (B1l transitive for some vaiues of b > ii and prove that for these values G is an automorphism group of a nontrivial design with X = 4. For example we prove that if G:F{~~) is transitive and t = ip -I or b -2 or b -3 then G is an automorphism group of a nontrivial block design with h = 1. The exact statement is Proposition 1 of Section 3. A result of the same type is Theorem 4 in Section 1 which is, -n fact, Theorem of lwl replacing the assumption b < t by IFI # I.
PRELIMINARIES
We denote by Fix(R) the set of fixed points of the subgroup R. The rest of our notation is standard and the reader is referred to [24] and [21] for basic information and notation about permutation groups and block designs respectively. In this section we prove three lemmas from which the theorems will follow. block design on Sz with h = 1 and k = b + 1, contradicting (a). Thus, there exists a Gas-orbit, r, , r,, C B, -(,8}, such that Y,,g g B1 for all g E Gt,,,) -Gas . Letg E G~,sj -GE, and let r = r#. The set GZ = (Bi ] Bi A J' # @a> is a Gas-orbit on .Z -(B,) and since Gt;{'l} is transitive we get that ~=~-{B3andI~~=t-l.Theset{Bin~ji~2)isacompleteset of imprimitivity blocks for the action of G,, on r so that j Bi n r 1 = m for some m, for all i > 2 and consequently j r j = m j a 1 = m(t -1) = / r,, /.
(c) Suppose & # 1. Then G,, is not faithful on r, and therefore GtiB is not faithful on r as GQ,~} normalizes Gorp . An eiement of G,, fixing l' pointwise must fix every Bi , i 3 2, as r n B, # m for all i > 2. It follows that H # 1.
If Fix&) = B1 u {CX} th en we get a contradiction using Lemma 1.1 of [17] and part (a). Therefore & fixes a point in Ui)s Bi so that is, fixes some B, , i > 2. Since K1 Q G,, , z1 is l/2-transitive on 2 -(B,} and therefore xi C H. It follows that H does not restrict faithfully to its orbits so that Proposition 4 of [15] implies that G is a normal extension of PSL(n, 4). Since PSL(2, q) is doubly primitive, n > 2. But then G, has a unique system of imprimitivity blocks with b = p and t = (@+l -l)/(q -l), contradicting t < b.
As a corollary we can state now Theorem B of [20] replacing the assumption b < tbyK; # 1: of Kfj implies that ((K&,)9 is conjugate in Kj = (K,)s to (K& . Let K E KI be such that ((K&,)g(g-lkg) = w7/1 * Since (Kj)7p fixes a point /3 E B, , (K&,, = G,+ fixes a point in (B,)g-lfi"-l = Bi for some i. Since k E KI and g $ K1 , i > 1. Thus GtiD, fixes Bi as a set and since its order is equal to 1 G,, n Ki / we have that GoiBy = Gals n Ki = (K& where ,g, v are in Bi . Let h E G,, be such that (BJh = Bj . Then if 6 = y/z we have that GMB n Kj = G,,, and 6 E BI -{p}. 
AUTOMORPHISM

GROUPS OF BLOCK DESIGNS
In [20] Theorem B it is shown that Gas {El; being transitive is a sufficient condition for a group satisfying (A) to be an automorphism group of a nontrivial block design on Q with /\ = 1, provided b < t. For b = t this condition is not sufficient as the example of Sz(q) shows. Corollary 3 gives a sufficient condition for this case. In this section we consider the above condition for some values of t < b and show that it is a suficient condition for them. We prove: Then G is an automorphism group of a nontrivial block design with X = 1 on Q.
Mopeover, if t = b -1 then j Fix(G,,)j = 3 so that design has k = 3. Hence we can assume that t > 6. Since m = 1, the subdegrees of (K& are either 1, 2, 2, t -1 or 1, 4, t -1. In the first case, let A, , AZ be the two orbits of size 2 and Ni , Ns the kernels of GolB on A, , A, , respectively. Since t -1 > 5, N1 n iV, # 1 since PJr A N, = 1 would imply j G,, 1 = 4. Then as in the proof of Lemma 4 it can be shown that iV1 n N, is a weakly closed subgroup of GrvB in G. Then, we're done by Lemma 1 of [l]. In the case 1, 4, t -1 we get the proposition using Lemma 4 if t -1, > 24. Assume that (KJs1 is primitive. Then for some number TV # 0 and h we have that ~(t -1) = 4(3 -A) (see 
